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Modèle de lettre à un ministre

You're going through a delicate and very serious situation. For this reason, you need the help of one of the highest officials in the state. You will ask the Cabinet Minister for a hearing to explain your situation and ask for help by sending this letter to his government. Name, name Address CP -
CityDestinataire Address CP - City A , Object: request for an audience Minister, currently I know of huge difficulties related to [specify your issues], which I would like to discuss with you. Indeed, [a detail of your situation here]. However, [explain here how the minister affects your situation]. That's why I'm
asking you for your high favor, to grant a hearing for which I will be accompanied by three associates. The aim of this conversation is to find together an urgent solution to this particularly delicate situation. You are assured that you are interested in this matter, thank you for the attention you will be willing
to reserve at my request. Please accept, Minister, the assurance of my deep respect and dedication, your signature letter template Ask for a meeting with the Minister is free at Letters-Utiles! Use this free letter template for your mail. You can also customize and print the Ask the Minister model.  Letter
template for a request for help from a minister If you want help from a minister (or one of his advisers) in the difficult situation you are facing, you can use the mail model below to customize.  To (city) (xx/xx/xx) Name, Address of the dog and the city department of Mr. or Madam Minister of the Address
Code Postal and Municipal Object: Request for personal assistance (Mr. or Madam Minister), It is with great respect that I turn you here to ask for financial assistance that would allow me to face my current financial difficulties. I am (state your current function called administration or company where you
work/ or your current situation: unemployed or laid off). Currently, I would have to deal with (clearly explain the nature of your financial problems, for example, large debts, inability to take care of your family or a serious illness that affects one of your family members or yourself, etc...) .... In the annex you
will find all the documents justifying this situation. Face this situation (list all the resources you have implemented to solve your problem). I have not found any reliable solution at this time to solve my problems over time. Desperate and in complete disarray, my last resort would be to seek your kindness to
help me get out of this situation. Please accept my expected thanks to the Minister for understanding my current situation. In the hope of obtaining favourable follow-up on your part, I ask you to accept the Minister,expressing my most significant consideration. Signature Name and name of the Annex:
provide an exhaustive list of all items sent (photocopy of all supporting documents justifying your current financial situation: bank statement or redundancy account statement, physical proof of the actual existence of debts, letter of discharge, paycheck, hospital banknote, pro forma invoice of expenses to
be incurred, etc....). Download this free sheet in pdf format Written by professionals step-by-step escort list of materials if necessary Download the sheet If you want to send a letter to one of the cabinet ministers, you can contact them via dematerialized forms or by post. This handy sheet gives you a way
to write to the minister. Name of civility Name AddresssePostcode/cityN-TelMadame/Mr. President of the Republic/Prime MinisterAdressePostCode / City Object: request for intervention Madam / Mr. President of the Republic / Prime Minister, Here I have the honour to raise the question of the question In
fact, you do not ignore the difficult situation that par______ encountered (please specify the category concerned), resulting in precise consequences. This issue, which is of paramount importance in the context of the situation (precise: reports, geographical location), does not deserve the inaction of your
government. Sure, my request will not leave you indifferent, thank you in advance for the interest you will have in this matter. Please accept, Madam/Mr President of the Republic/Prime Minister, an expression of my high respect. Signature... Check out the document ... Letter templates ask for a meeting
with the minister. You're going through a delicate and very serious situation. For this reason, you need the help of one of the highest officials in the state. You will ask for a hearing of the Cabinet Minister to explain your situation and seek any assistance by dealing with to your office. What is the purpose of
this mail model? If you are facing a very difficult situation where the previous steps will not show you a satisfactory solution, or if this is the case with one of your relatives, you can request a hearing from the Minister concerned by your problem. Read also the model letters to the Minister of National
Education At the hearing, you can describe the problem in detail. Please note: Request a hearing from the Minister To request a hearing from the Minister, send him a letter explaining why you want to meet him. Letter model TÉLÉCHARGER DOCUMENT DOCUMENTVERSION WORD kafunel-request-
audience-minister[1] kafunel-request-audience-minister[2] DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT TITLE, FirstNameCP - City of DestinataireP - VilleA &lt; ... &gt;, &lt; ... &gt; Subject: request for an audienceMonsieur Minister, I am currently experiencing huge difficulties regarding [state your issues], which I would like
to discuss with you. Indeed, [a detail of your situation here]. However, [explain here how the minister affects your situation]. That's why I'm asking you for your high favor, to grant a hearing for which I will be accompanied by three associates. The aim of this conversation is to find together an urgent
solution to this particularly delicate situation. You are assured that you are interested in this matter, thank you for the attention you will be willing to reserve at my request. Please, please, minister, accept the assurance of my deep respect and dedication. Absolutely satisfied! I like the principle that they will
be able to customize their MERCI Claudine V.I cards to use their services for many years and I am very satisfied. You are easily contactable and your answers are rigid and clear. The maps are original, but we may have to give more classics. As for custom cards I prefer the old version which seemed
easier but hey I'll adapt I'll continue to use my services. A good continuation and innovation I wanted to add that I enjoy sending letters with recommended and documents of all kinds. It's simplicity that assures you're far from the post office. The choice of envelopes is nice. In summary, the perfect site!
Kindly C.De beautiful maps available on the website. Friendly and intuitive interface. Maybe we should add a few more emojis? Prices are correct, Adrien B.Je regrets that your cards are not as attractive as those of 'nice cards' or 'cybercards' for example. Pity... T.Thank you very much, thanks to you, with
the current situation, I was able to send an email to stay in touch with my grandparents who love to receive letters or photos. Great service which I recommend and which I will use again. ♥?by Marie D.very good service thanks franck h.I received the card very quickly and very nice thank you very much
Kelly M.It was a really nice experience Thanks a lot Alassane G.very well but you have to plan a few days before the date . heartfelt danielle g.TRES SATISFAITPAR FABRICE G.First time I use this service ... very satisfied ... I highly recommend it. Bravoby Aïcha H.Very satisfied with this service we have
quite a wide selection of maps and text ideas that are welcome thanks to the Martine G.HELLO factor, I find this service very UTILE, PRATIC ETC... I'VE BEEN USING IT FOR MANY YEARS, LIVING IN THE PACIFIC. Is CLAIR what cart arrives the day demanded when on S'Y PREND D'AVANCE.by
CATHERINE H.Very easy to use, sent under the agreement anne-sophie c.Super service and very commercial Jean A.Really very well. Used for several years, danielle and Pierre B.nothing say that I am very happy, thank you factor didier s.very well, but fortunately there was my signature, because the
sender does not appear on the mail Jean-luc R.Thank you factor seems to me very effective and very practical! Charles L.practice and a great choice claude c.Very satisfied, fast and efficient. Anne-Marie M.Rapide and efficient, I did not know at all this service . Extra! from Maud R.My opinion is good, but
the routing is a bit long. Wait two days before your birthday. from Nathalie S.Service quickly and conveniently, highly recommended. Ahmed M.Discovery thanks friend I appreciate many options Lacks cards with beautiful bouquets of flowers for birthday All floral Mercipar LAURE M.photo a little dark
compared to the real photo Clara M.Product of good quality, protected mail with the link Jean Michel C.Very good support, simple fast efficient .by Mathias G.Card beautifully crafted , fully in accordance with the original image and speed of execution and delivery. Perfect muriel L.I love it! The idea is great
and letters are always sent and received! I am very satisfied!by Hélysa C.Je I am very satisfied with the service!by Kathryn S.Very satisfied with the possibility of speed of mail Brigitte T.Very nice card thanks to many possible personalization options I was able to create an original card that made the
recipient happy. Thank you for your speed and professionalism. by Ludivine B.Hello. I ordered 25. personalized card that was confirmed to me delivered to my mailbox on October 29. Unfortunately, I never got my card. I contacted you around November 1 to report this non-distribution. You offered me to
print and send a new card for free. I think there were concerns that we got to the post office. On Thursday, November 5th, my first card reached me (though I didn't think I'd get it anymore because it lost La Poste) and the next Friday, November 6, I received a second mail. Thank you for your feedback
and trust, which is why I am very satisfied with your services, as I was previously in my previous orders (during which there was no distribution problem). Kindly, Didier Ricoud from Didier R.super efficient Jean-Lou G.My young children live abroad and are very happy to receive mail (Halloween, birthday
or just a little cuckoo)! Great service during childbirth, I will continue then Joel B.Super fast, thank you Factor, I recommend BARTHA B.parfaispar Emmanuelle H.speed and quality Dimitrios M.Soucis and respect for the customer. Products in accordance with the order and excellent quality, Annie D.Thank
you for allowing me to try your services TIFFANY R.Everything was for the first time okpar MICHELINE M.super service josyane l.Bon, very eco-friendly, avoiding movement. Subsequent information is numerous and reasonable. Very good to use as often as possible, Jean Jacques R.Many options in
maps and many options to send our photos with files . BRAVOpar Nadine R.Practice we give the photos we want, no travel to poster.et when you write, always lacks A grades when thank you and cheap, marie-angèle C.I love your service! :-)from Sophonie G.Very very sensitive, and toppar DAVID T.very
effective mercipar C.The site is quite well built. I'm happy about it. mail delivery is working well. Bravo continue... pedro and ELSA M.M.
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